Clean Loni.
Clean surroundings influence the health of the society. Healthy thoughts make the society
strong. Development has to occur from the grass root level and for a country villages are the
base. Keeping this in view, the Gurukulians had taken the initiation of keeping the surroundings
clean and aimed toward the Loni village. The open place which was in front of the Zill Parishad
Primary School, Lonikalbhor, was found to be very untidy with grass and drain water. This
was enabling the breed of the mosquitos and flies which are resulting in the spread of the
contagious disease and as a result, the children were frequently falling sick.
The Gurukulians of grade 11 have started the day with a play and educated the school children
about the importance of hygiene. Action speaks more than words. After the demonstration, the
students have cleaned the grass with spades and cleared the path for the drain water for a free
flow. The stagnant water is cleared.

The ground was also untidy with lot of plastic. The students have picked the plastic and cleared
the ground. Then the school authorities and the local bodies realized the vacant land in front of
the school which can be used for the activities for the school children. The school children were
very happy and the local authorities have thanked the school for taking the initiation. They
have ensured the Gurukulians that they will be maintaining the ground as it has been given to
them.
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Clean Rajbaug.
The Rajbaug complex is maintained by the MIT group. The students of different educational
institutes maintain a clean environment but the visitors will be littering. The Gurukulians have
taken initiation and cleaned the plastic. They have also placed hoardings in different places
which inform about the importance of cleanliness and hygiene. Dustbins were also placed in
different prime locations so that the scrap can be disposed in a proper place.
Before cleaning

Gurukulians, at work
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